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Religious understanding is as important today than any other time in history. In this highly acclaimed

book, Mary Pope Osborne introduces readers to the six major religions of the world. One World,

Many Religions covers the history, beliefs, and practices of Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism,

Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism. All have had a deep effect on the laws and customs of every

country. They have shaped art, literature, music, and education. They have given the world

magnificent stories, songs, buildings, holy objects, ceremonies, and festivals." From the Introduction

to Many Religions, One World. Best-selling children's author Mary Pope Osborne presents an

accessible and elegantly crafted volume that introduces young readers to the world's seven major

religions. Six short readable chapters--perfectly targeted to fourth, fifth, and sixth graders--detail the

history, beliefs, and practices of Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism,

and Taoism. Handsomely designed and featuring fifty oversized color photographs and a full

complement of reference materials, including a map, time line, and bibliography, this book provides

a thorough and thoughtful presentation of the diverse ways people worship around the world.

-Outstanding introduction to world religion for young readers.-Unanimously praised when first

published in 1996-Newly updated reference materials such as a glossary, map, timeline and

bibliography complete this excellent book.-Features over 50 full-color photos.
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Osborne presents a well illustrated book on world religions that is apparently for children but is more

than adequate for most adults. Sentences are brief. Words are not overwhelming - a glossary

defines new expressions. The book can be a starting point for satisfying curiosity about great world

religions. It is also a great help in reminding oneself about the basics.

Mary Pope Osborne has been a favorite of my daughter's for two years. She immediately picked up

this book and began reading. It is so important for our children to learn about the many faiths to

which people in our world cleave. Osborne presents each of the major religions in an illuminating,

fair, and systematic manner.If someone is looking for their own faith to be held up among the rest,

then they should avoid this book. Christianity is given no better position than Hinduism, which is

exactly how a book like this should be. Still, I can imagine angry zealots railing away that their "one

true faith" is mistreated and compared unfairly to the "lesser" faiths. There is no reasonable

comeback to such criticism - walk away.I am happy to find that there are a few books out there that

will serve to educate, not indoctrinate my children about religion and its role in various societies.

I bought this book for my 8 year old daughter to give her an overview of the different religions that

people celebrate. It has wonderful pictures, and by reading it together I was able to answer all her

questions. The chapters on the different religions were simply stated and easily understood. It is a

great resource to begin the disscuss with your child about all the differences around the

world...differences that should be understood, celebrated, and recognized.

My daughter was interested in reading a book about the practices of different religions. I thought this

would be a great book because it had great reviews and it was written by the author of the Magic

School Bus books. However, I did not like this book. One thing that really bothered me was the fact

that the author included the protestant-Christian-version of the ten commandments in the Judaism

section. The author seems to be unaware that the Jewish, Catholic, and protestant religions have

somewhat different versions of the ten commandments. It also used the word "history" to describe

some events that have been shown to not be true to history. This made me question the accuracy of

information in the book that I was not as familiar with. Another thing that I did not like was that

events, including ones that many would consider legendary, were treated as fact. This may have

just been the writing style that the author selected. However, my daughter found it confusing.

Obviously, many people like this book. However, it was not for us.



Everyone should read this book.It is suitable for children as young as 5 or 6 (read to by an adult) for

older readers to enjoy by themselves, AND for adults like me, who just wanted to be a little less

ignorant of other people's beliefs and traditions.The best thing about this book (which outlines the

seven most practised religions in the world) is that it shows us, very gently, how all our traditions

and religions have a very similar basic belief - loving one another - and that the only real difference

between our faiths is HOW we go about that. It is a super book for informing one a little about the

holidays and traditions of our friends' religions, just enough that we might all have a little more

respect for them.The fact that it is a book suited to children (as well as adults) does mean that some

of the specifics of each reliegion are glossed over, but this is only right in the context of a book

who's message surely is that the specifics are far less important than the basic truth of all these

religions - love.

"One World, Many Religions: The Ways We Worship" by Mary Pope Osborne is the perfect

cornerstone to teaching children about the religions of the world. It is almost like a coffee table book

written for children. There are beautiful pictures and easy to follow text about the world's major

religions including: Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism.I

know what you are thinking! "Mary Pope Osborne? Isn't she the lady who wrote all of those Magic

Tree House books?" Yup! It's the same author. Apparently she also has her degree in religion from

the University of North Carolina, and has traveled all over the world including the Middle East and

Asia. Interestingly, from the cover jacket info at least, it does not appear that she has children of her

own.My son and I have been reading from "One World, Many Religions" in pieces, in relation to the

other books from our current reading list. For example, after reading kiddie versions of the

Bhagavad-Gita and Ramayana, we went back to "One World" and read the chapter on Hinduism.

This made the picture of a monk feeding a monkey at a temple in honor of Hanuman, extra

meaningful to my son. As soon as we finish "A Child's Garden of Torah", we will read the section on

Judaism.

A wonderful book to have if you want to learn about the different religions. Great to give to children

to help them understand the differences. Would recommend to everyone.
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